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In spite of the general belief that neutrinos are Majorana particles, 
their character should be revealed experimentally. We begin by discussing 
why it is so difficult in terrestrial experiments. If neutrinos are Majorana 
particles, the first signal should come from neutrinoless double /3 decay.
Still the search for such a decay of various nuclei is negative. We outline 
how the present knowledge of neutrino masses and mixing matrix elements 
combined with the bound from {fl(d)Qv decay could help to determine their 
nature.
PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 26.65. i. 95.85.Ry
1. In tro d u c tio n
There are two main problems in neutrino physics. F irst is the problem 
of neutrino masses, which in the light of present da ta  [1 ] seems to be solved. 
Neutrinos are massive. The second is th a t of the neutrino nature. As massive 
they can be Dirac (with particles and antiparticles being different objects: 
v  % v) or M ajorana (with particles and antiparticles being the same, ju st as
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for photons: v  = v). An experimental distinction between these two seems 
to  be much more complicated than  the confirmation of non-vanishing mass. 
W hile experim entalists are trying to find some way of doing it, theorists 
have no doubts. They widely believe in the M ajorana nature [2]. Almost 
all extensions of the S tandard Model (SM) predict it. The only way to  have 
Dirac neutrinos is to impose lepton number conservation. However, there is 
no particular reason for this, since it is not a fundam ental quantity  like the 
electric charge. If we do, we immediately run into trouble. Let us mention 
only a loss of the natural ‘see-saw’ mechanism to explain the smallness of 
the neutrino mass.
Theoretical reasons aside, the scientific m ethod obliges us to  perform 
experimental studies, th a t would falsify either option. So then, why is it 
difficult? Naively one might th ink it to be rather easy. Imagine for ex­
ample, neutrinos from 7r+ decay (7r+ —> p +v^) scattering on a nuclear ta r­
get. The result is a flux of p~  (antineutrinos Vfl coming from 7r-  decay 
(ir~ —> always produce antiparticles p +). Unfortunately the lepton
number L (L(i/#i)=  +1, L(l/#i) = —1) is not the only property characterizing 
neutrinos. We know also from experiment [3] th a t neutrinos and antineu­
trinos have opposite helicitv ( v fl =  v ( — )  and V fl =  v ( + ) ) .  Therefore, we 
are not able to sta te  which is responsible for p~ (p+) production, lepton 
number conservation or helicitv. In the first case the left-handed neutrino 
fields v l{x )
Vh[X) = i w f  -  B + (+ )  c“ *) x ( - )  (1)
are composed of two different operators (see [4] for a detailed definition).
A (—) which annihilates particles has negative helicitv and B + ( + ) which
creates particles has positive helicitv.
For a massless M ajorana field N l (x ) only one operator A  = B  = a  
appears
W l ( x )  =  /  ( S 5  ~  “ +  ( + )  c ' f a )  ( 2 )
In order to  check whether lepton number conservation (A  % B )  or particle 
helicitv (a (—) % a ( + )) is responsible for /W (/r+ ) production, we have to 
compare neutrino interactions in the same helicitv states
or
Unfortunately, the visible neutrino interactions are such th a t only particles 
in the states A (—) and B (+ )  are produced. No neutrinos in the states A (+) 
and B (—) appear in known experiments.
In the next section we would like to  show the connection between the 
presence (or absence) of the states given in Eqs. (3) and (4) with the sym­
metries of the theory.
Next in Chapter 3 examples which explain the origin of the experimental 
difficulties of discerning Dirac from M ajorana neutrinos are given. The main 
background being the small mass of neutrinos which causes th a t they are 
produced as highly relativistic particles and their visible left-handed inter­
action.
It is common belief th a t the first place to search is the neutrinoless 
double ¡3 decay (((3(3)qu) of nuclei. Unfortunately up to  now such a decay 
has not been found and experimental da ta  gives lower bounds on (/3/3)ou 
decay modes of various nuclei. These in tu rn  lead to  the limit [5] on the 
so-called effective neutrino mass {m u)
There are plans to increase the sensitivity of the bound(s) down to 0.01 or 
even 0.001 eV [6 ]. If (m u) % 0 (=  0) the neutrinos are massive M ajorana 
(Dirac) particles. Currently, however, the bound (5) alone is not conclu­
sive. There are nevertheless different experiments from which independent 
information on the neutrino mixing m atrix  elements Uei and masses nii can 
be inferred. Then, we can check whether the bound (5) is satisfied or not. 
If not, neutrinos are Dirac particles. If it is satisfied, no conclusion can be 
drawn. Such an analysis is performed in Chapter (4). Finally, in Chapter
(5) the conclusions are given.
2. D irac  o r M a jo ra n a  n a tu re  o f p a rtic le s , an d  sy m m etrie s
We would like to explain how the particle content of a theory is connected 
with its symmetries.
We believe up to now [7], th a t the fundam ental sym m etry of any the­
ory which describes elementary particle interactions is Lorentz invariance. 
This statem ent means precisely th a t the theory m ust be invariant under the 
proper orthochronous group of Lorentz transform ations L+. For massive 
particles, they mix states with all helicities, for massless, helicitv is Lorentz 
invariant. So, from L^ + invariance it follows that:
(5)
•  for massive particles (m f  0 ) with spin j all states
lit ,A ) for A =  - j , - j  +  l . . , + j  (6 )
m ust be present in the theory
•  for massless spin j particles (m =  0 ) only one state
\ j f , X  = j ) o r \ j f , X  = - j )  (7)
m ust be introduced.
For example, it is possible to built a theory which has L^ + invariance 
with three helicitv states of the W + A =  —1,0, +1 with no W ~  and a 
photon of one polarization e.g. \photon, A =  +1) or a neutrino in the state  
(neutrino, A =  —1/2).
The next sym m etry is invariance under the C PT  transform ation [8 ] which 
changes particles into antiparticles and helicitv A — — A.
C P T  | f / , A)particle |"|/, A)antiparticle. (^)
In any theory with C PT  symmetry, particles and antiparticles with opposite 
helicities m ust exist. In our example this means th a t IT “ particles with 
A =  ±1.0, and an antiphoton with A =  —1, and antineutrinos with A =  ± 1 /2  
must be present.
There are theories like QED where also the separate symmetries C, P 
and T  hold. The helicitv states transform  as
P [f-, A) =  r]PemX | - ( p \ - A ) , (9)
T \ f , \ )  = rlTem X \ ^ f , \ ) ,  (10)
and
C | ^ ,  E )particle T]C® | i  /^)antiparticle ' ( 4 1 )
For massive particles these symmetries do not introduce new necessary par­
ticle states above those already present because of Lorentz invariance and 
C PT  symmetry. For massless particles, however, P leads to  the existence 
of particle (antiparticle) states with opposite helicities. Once more in our 
example there has to  be a photon and an antiphoton.
Now we can go back to  our previous statem ent: in order to determine 
the nature of neutral objects we need to  compare the interaction of particles 
and antiparticles in the same helicitv states.
I 7^  Y)particle w ith | i /^ )antiparticle ’ ( 1 2 )
In a theory with C, P and T  symmetry:
Fig. 1. Four ‘photon’ states connected by CPT and P transformations
(%) such states exist for massive and massless particles
(it) from C sym m etry particles and antiparticles interact in the same way 
so there is no way to distinguish them.
This means th a t in those fully symmetric theories, there are only M AJO­
RANA neutral particles. T ha t is why photons m ust be M ajorana particles 
in QED.
All looks different in theories where C, P, T  symmetries do not hold (like 
in the weak interactions).
For massive particles two states (Eq. (12) exist and we can compare 
their interactions. Particles and antiparticles in the same helicitv states can 
interact (i) in different ways or (ii) identically.
In case (i):
•  some additive quantum  number exists, which differentiate particles 
from antiparticles,
•  particles and antiparticles are not the same,
•  it is the case of massive Dirac neutrinos (described by bispinors) with 
lepton number conservation.
(13)
In the case (ii):
•  additive quantum  numbers cannot exist,
•  particles and antiparticles are not indistinguishable, they are M ajorana 
objects,
•  there are two im portant examples of such particles: the Z q gauge bo­
son, and massive M ajorana neutrinos described by M ajorana bispinors
For massless particles the symmetries do not require the existence of 
both states in Eq. (12). It is possible to built theories where particles 
and antiparticles in the same helicitv sta te  (%) do not exist or (it) are 
introduced.
In the same case (i):
•  the discussion about Dirac or M ajorana nature of such particles is 
meaningless, there is nothing to  compare,
•  in the case of spin 1/2 objects there is a kinem atical theorem  [9], 
which proves th a t Wevl neutrinos are identical with massless M ajorana 
neutrinos.
In the case (ii):
•  two spinors up and u r  are introduced. As in the L-R symm etric model, 
four states described by A (± ) and B ( ± )  annihilation operators exist,
•  objects A (± ) and B ( ± )  can interact in different ways so we have mass­
less Dirac neutrinos (or if CP is conserved, two M ajorana neutrinos 
with opposite t]cp parities), or
•  objects A (± ) and B ( ± )  can interact in the same way and we have two 
identical massless M ajorana neutrinos (these M ajorana neutrinos have 
the same r]cp parity).
3. W h y  is it d ifficult to  d is tin g u ish  e x p e rim en ta lly  D irac  
an d  M a jo ra n a  n eu trin o s?
There are two main reasons, which cause th a t practically it is impos­
sible, at least with the present experimental precision to determine na­
ture of neutrinos [10]. Firstly, the created neutrinos are usually relativistic 
(E  »  m). On the other hand, cross sections for neutrino interaction are 
proportional to  the energy E, so th a t nonrelativistic neutrinos interact with 
m atter very weakly. Secondly, visible neutrino interactions are either left­
handed ^7 ^ ( 1  — 7 5 ) for gauge bosons or proportional to  neutrino mass for 
scalar particles (m u/ m w  for Higgs particles).
(14)
The forthcoming examples will dem onstrate these problems.
Let us assume th a t a beam  of muon neutrinos with helicitv hu, scatters 
on a nuclear target. To be more general we consider the neutrino charged 
current interaction to be of the form
L e e  =  “7 = [Al +  A r  (¿ V ^ P r/) ]  W t  +  h.c.
v 2
(15)
with a left-handed (A l) and a hypothetical right-handed (A r) part. Dirac 
neutrinos generate only /¿“ ’s (with helicitv hfl)
X,
with the am plitude proportional to
A^- (hv, hfj.) ~  A U ( E t l - 2 h tlPtl) ( E v
+  A r  [(Efl +  2hflPfl) ( Ev
(16)
ZhvPv)}1^  
■ ZhvPv))^ 2 (17)
where E p ,Pp (E v,p v) is the energy and momentum  of the muons (neutrinos).
M ajorana neutrinos generate p ~ ’s with exactly the same am plitude 
Eq. (17) and p +7s. The am plitude for p + production is now proportional to
Aff+(hv, hfl) Al  [(£% +  2h p p j  ( Ev 
Ar  [(Efl -  2hflPfl) ( Ev
Fhvp v) f 12 
2  h vPv)}1/2 (18)
In the laboratory frame we are able to obtain a beam  of muon neutrinos 
with helicitv hu =  —1 / 2  (e.g. from 7r+ — P+Vp)- The cross section for p + 
production is unfortunately proportional to
crK(hv = - 1 / 2 ) ~  Al \ J E v - p v +  Ç (hp)A R \ / E l/ + p v
Al
m h
c( ^ ) A r v ^ : (19)
where
c ( m  = (20)
Both term s in (19) are small in the high /3 limit.
For neutral current interactions the situation seems at first sight to be 
even more promising. There are two characteristic features, which are com­
pletely different for Dirac and M ajorana neutrinos.
(i) the vector current =  0, for M ajorana neutrinos
and
(it) M ajorana neutrinos, as identical particles, need symm etrization.
Let us consider shortly both of them . The respective neutral current 
interactions are of the form
L n c (D)  =  vjqY  (g y  -  g%75) (21)
and
L n c ( M)  = V M ' f  (~g% 7 5 ) v u Z y .  (22)
Despite this striking difference, both  cases are again indistinguishable [10].
Let us consider the measurement of the to ta l cross section for inclusive pro­
duction (Fig.2)
u + N  -»• v  + X .  (23)
Fig. 2. The Z  exchange describes the process v  + N  -A v  + X .  The amplitude
responsible for N  — Z  — X  interaction B v is schematically described in the text.
The amplitudes are given by
A P +  f  =  u f r  (9 v  ~  9 a T o )  U i D ^ B » ,  (24)
and
A f ^ f  =  ( - g f ) -  v a ^ v f ]  D ftvB v, (25)
where is the Z q  propagator and B v describes the Z q  interaction with 
nuclei Z qN  — X.
Both amplitudes look different, bu t if we approxim ate them  for relativis- 
tic neutrinos (E u »  m u), with the relation
v ^ v f  = - u f f u i ,  (26)
and
we find in both  cases
A ^ f  = Q 7u f f f lUiD^l, B v , (28)
where Q = g® + g® for Dirac and Q  =  2 g ^  for M ajorana neutrinos.
The measurement of the to ta l cross section a ( v N  —» v X )  gives one 
number Q  and we are not able to say whether Q  =  g y  +  g® or Q  =  2ghl  ■ 
Therefore, even if the neutral current interaction is so different for Dirac and 
M ajorana neutrinos, it cannot be used to distinguish them.
To see possible differences in the behavior of Dirac and M ajorana neutri­
nos, which could follow from the sym m etrization procedure let us consider 
the process
e e^ ~ —> or —> i+ji'D- (29)
We suppose th a t the measurement of the angular distribution of final neutri­
nos (of course in the case th a t such a distribution is measured which is not 
the case up to now) is the simplest way to  find their character: if the angu­
lar distribution has forward-backward sym m etry the neutrinos are M ajorana 
particles if not, Dirac neutrinos were produced.
To check whether the above statem ent is true, let us calculate the helicitv 
amplitudes (for simplicity we neglect the electron and neutrino masses) (see 
for details Ref. [4, 11]. For M ajorana neutrinos, four helicitv amplitudes do 
not vanish,
Mm (A c =  ±1, AA =  ±1) f  0, (80)
where A a = a  — a, AA =  A — A and a (a) and A(A) are helicities of the 
electron (positron) and the final neutrino (antineutrino).
W hereas, there are only two amplitudes for Dirac neutrinos
M jj (A ct =  ±1, AA =  —1) =  v/2 M m (A ct =  ±1, AA =  — 1). (81)
If we calculate the unpolarized cross section
da 1 ^  da(A a ,  AA)
d cos 6 4 2_-c d cos q ’
A<r,AA
we find out th a t there is difference between the Dirac and the M ajorana 
cases. The im portant feature of a detector, th a t does not measure helicitv
is th a t it also is not able to  distinguish a neutrino from an antineutrino
(Fig. 3). Therefore we have to add the cross section for Dirac neutrinos and 
antineutrinos. Due to the formulae:
d aD daM , . x _
dcosO dcosO ~
D irac  or M ajo ra n a  neu trino  
w ith  h e lic ity  -1/2
e e
D irac or M ajo ra n a  an tineu trino  
w ith  h e lic ity  +1/2
Fig. 3. Detectors do not distinguish lepton number from helicity
and
the final result will be now symmetric. For the to ta l cross section we recover 
once more the equivalence between both types of neutrinos. In order not to 
take into account the same spin configuration two times, we have to integrate 
the M ajorana cross section only over half of the full solid angle and we have
There is only one terrestrial experiment, which currently promises to  state  
whether neutrinos are M ajorana or Dirac particles. It is the neutrinoless 
double ¡3 decay of nuclei (/3/3)Qv [12].
There are many different mechanisms which could be responsible for (f3f3)QlJ 
decay [13]. The most im portant one is massive M ajorana neutrino exchange
[13] (see Fig. (4)).
It has been proved th a t independently of the mechanism which governs 
the (/3/3) Ql/, there is a generic relation between the am plitude of (/3/3)Ql/ decay 
and the M ajorana mass term  for neutrinos [14]. If any of these two quantities 
vanishes, the other one vanishes, too, and vice versa if one of them  is not 
zero, the other also differs from zero.
Taking into account the most obvious mechanism from Fig.4 the (/3/3) Ql/ 
am plitude is given by
where Mnuci describes the nuclear transition and (m v)is given by Eq.(5). 
Many experiments on the search for (/3/3)Qv decay of different nuclei are going 
on at present. Unfortunately, up to  now such a decay has not been found
l l
/ doDd cos 6 - -----   =  otoi (D ) . (34)dcosd
o l
( A . Z )  -+ ( A , Z  + 2) +  2e~. (35)
A(PP)qv ~  ^ nucl (m v ) (36)
V V
W W
(A,Z) — - Nuclear part —  (A,Z-2)
Fig. 4. Massive Majorana neutrino exchange mechanism describing the neutrinoless 
double /3 decay. The antineutrino 9 emitted in one vertex must be absorbed as a 
neutrino v in other. Such a scenario is possible only if the neutrino is massive (then 
there is a chance that the emitted antineutrino has negative helicity v and must 
be a Majorana particle (then 9 =  v).
and experimentalists can only give a lower bound on the (/3/3)Qv decay modes 
of various nuclei. The most stringent limit was found in the germanium 
Heidelberg-Moscow experiment. Their latest result on the half-life time
from which the bound on ({mQI (Eq. (5)) has been found. Such results alone 
give no chance to conclude about the nature of neutrinos. There are however 
other experimental da ta  on mixing m atrix  elements Uei and masses which are 
independent of the neutrino character. This information comes from flavor 
oscillation experiments (see Appendix) tritium  ¡3 decay and cosmology. We 
can use this da ta  and check whether the bound (Eq. (5) is satisfied. If it is, 
the results are still not conclusive. If however the Uei and m * are such th a t 
the value of {m v) is greater than  the present bound, neutrinos m ust have 
Dirac character.
4. C heck ing  th e  ag reem en t o f (f3/3)0u decay  b o u n d s  
w ith  o th e r  ex p e rim e n ta l re su lts
The discussion which follows depends on the number of light neutrinos. 
Three such neutrinos are necessary to explain solar [15] and atm ospheric [1] 
anomalies. Four light neutrinos m ust be introduced if, in addition, the LSND 
results [16] is not disregarded. Here we will present results for three light 
neutrinos [17]. So th a t we have a relation between 3 flavor states (ve, vT) 
and 3 eigenmass states (iq, iq, vz)
T i%  ( G e )  > 5.7 • 1025 year( 90% C.L.) (37)
Uei U e 2 U e 3
U f l l  2 U fl3
U T  i  U T  2 U T  3
The three elements in the hrst row of the mixing m atrix  (Uei, Ue2, U&) are 
the scenario of our discussion.
Besides the (/3/3)Qv decay there are three main sources where information 
about mixing m atrix  elements Uei and nii masses of neutrinos are given:
(%) tritium  /3 decay;
(ii) cosmology (dark m atter and number of neutrino species induced by 
nucleosynthesis) and most im portantly;
(in)  solar and atm ospheric neutrino oscillation.
W ithout going into details, we present only the required results (see [17] for 
detail).
T ritu m  /3 decay
The latest result from the Curie plot endpoint of tritium  /3 decay gives 
the bound on
Similar limits on m  ( ly j and m  (uT) are much larger and less precise, so they 
are not interesting for our next analysis.
C osm ology
In order not to  exceed the critical density of the Universe the sum of 
masses of light, stable neutrinos [2 0 ]
Then there is no place for cold m atter. If only 20% of all dark m atter is 
formed by neutrinos then [2 0 ]
Presently the best h t to  cosmological observations is obtained if only 30% of 
the critical density is formed by dark m atter. The rest (~70%) is explained 
by the cosmological constant. Then, if all hot dark m atter (20% of all dark 
m atter) is formed by neutrinos [2 0 ]
m  (ve) =  \Uei \2 m f  + \Ue2\2 m l  + \Ue3\2 m j  / < m p ,  (39)
where
mp =  2.7 eV [18] 3.4 eV [19].
(40)
V
(41)
V
There is also a bound on the equivalent number of neutrino species N vwhich 
follows from the present abundance of 4 He. It was found [21] th a t N v ~  
(2 =  4) with 95% C.L.
R eac to r, a tm o sp h e ric  an d  so lar n e u trin o  o scilla tion
Prom CHOOZ [22] and the atm ospheric neutrino anomaly [1] we can find
|Ue 3 |2 <  0.05. (43)
There are three still accepted solutions of solar neutrino deficit [15] (%) vac­
uum  oscillation V O , (it) small mixing angle MSW transition (S M A ), and 
(in) large mixing angle MSW transition (L M A ).
(i) for V O  the constraints on \Ue2\2 are not unique and two ranges of 
values are possible (which we denote as small = S  or large =  L)
0.24 <  |F 22|^ ’0) <  0.48, (44)
or
0.48 <  \U22\ \ °  < 0.76. (45)
For the MSW solution it is necessary th a t |T7e2 12 <  |Uei |2 in order to 
fulfill the resonance condition so we have only one range of values.
(it) For S M A  MSW transition we get:
0.0005 <  |F 22|(SMA) <  0.0026. (46)
(in)  Finally for L M A  MSW resolution of solar neutrino anomaly there is:
0.204 < \U22\(LMA) < 0.48. (47)
There are two possible mass schemes, which can describe oscillation data. 
They are presented in Fig. 5.
In addition the to ta l scale for neutrino masses is not fixed and different 
scenarios are possible (Fig. 6 , Eq. (37), (39), (40))
Now we can combine all the information and check whether the bound on 
(m v) (Eq. (5)) is satisfied. In the {m v) there are squares of Uej)s  and large 
cancellations are possible. From other experiments we have only information 
about the modulus, not about phases. If we also take into account, th a t the 
scale of masses is not known the m ethod is not powerful enough. Despite of 
th a t, in some cases the results can be conclusive. For example, for almost
Scheme I Scheme II
m3
Atmospheric
Solar I
Solar I
Atmospheric
m2
m1
m 3m32
m1
Fig. 5. Two possible neutrino mass spectra which can describe the oscillation data
2.7
2.0
0.7
0
mass [eV]
D
D
D
H
Fig. 6 . Different scales for neutrino masses. In the first hierarchical scheme (H) 
toi ~  0  and to 1 « т 2 < <  to3 neutrino masses are too small to be responsible 
for hot dark matter. In all other schemes — almost degenerate (D) — neutrinos 
can explain the existence of the hot dark matter without or with a non-vanishing 
cosmological constant.
degenerate neutrinos if we know th a t two elements of mixing m atrix  are 
small, then the th ird  m ust be large, close to  1. In this case, independently 
of the possible cancellations, {m u) is large ( \(mu)\ ~  m i and can be greater 
than  the present bound on (/3/3)Qv decay. Then we conclude th a t neutrinos 
must be Dirac particles. For details and discussions of different scenarios we 
refer to [17].
5. C onclusions
As (%) the SM works very well and no signal about non standard  neutrino 
interaction is seen, and (ii) in any of the astrophysical sources and terrestrial 
experiments neutrinos are produced with an energy much larger than  their 
mass, it is extremely difficult to find an experimental signal which would 
inform us about the nature of neutrinos.
There is only one terrestrial experimental test th a t can reveal the M ajo­
rana character of neutrinos - the neutrinoless double ¡3 decay. Unfortunately, 
experimental groups placed only the upper limit on the (/3/3)QlJ decay half 
life time. If neutrinos are M ajorana particles, probably the next experiments 
which measure {m u) up to 0 . 0 1  eV or 0 . 0 0 1  eV have a chance to  measure it.
If neutrinos are Dirac particles we should get a signal about it by con­
fronting the {(3(3)qv bound with independent information about masses and 
mixing m atrix  elements.
The present experimental precision is not good enough to find the an­
swer. However, we are able to get some partial information e.g. if S M A  
MSW mechanism describes the solar neutrino deficit, and almost degener­
ate neutrinos have m u > 0.22 eV then they m ust be Dirac particles. If the 
future GEMINI experiment still gives only a bound on {m u) the next solar 
neutrino measurements (SNO and BOREXINO) have a chance to sta te  th a t 
neutrinos are Dirac particles.
A p p en d ix
We would like to clarify what the formulae for flavor oscillation Pa^ j { x )  
and effective neutrino mass {m u) look like for Dirac neutrinos.
The mass term  of n Dirac neutrinos is
-i'mass =  — +  h.c. =  —4 (i/L, v cL) M l/{i/R, i4 ) T +  h.c., (48)
where M d is an arb itrary  n  x n  m atrix,
^R (L ) =  c i f ( R p  and M V = ( ^ ® T  (49)
The M d m atrix  can be diagonalized by the biunitarv transform ation
M D —> V T M DV ' =  (M D)diag , (50)
where V  and V'  are the n  x n  unitary  matrices.
Then the M v m atrix  is diagonalized by the transform ation
M„ -> U l M UU =  (  (Mu0W  (Md°w  )  , (51)
where the 2n  x 2n  m atrix  U is
u _ ± (  -iv, V  
Y 2 \  i V ,  v'
In the mass eigenstate basis for charged leptons the left-handed charged 
current interaction
L c c  = - ^ v lY I l W +  +  h.c.
can be w ritten in the form
where
L c c  = -  }l ' l ' \ .Vr y ' ' h W ,  +  h.c. 
V 2
1
#L =  (iNiL  +  N 2L) .
(53)
(54)
and two M ajorana bispinors N u  and N 2jt correspond to the same mass eigen­
value nii of the m atrix  (49)
Vh = Y ' V "3 n { N2L I “ ™ 1-
(55)
Now the effective neutrino mass is
im,,) =
2n n ,
£  U lrm  £  +  i V e i f )  m t =  0.
i= 1 /=1
(56)
For the probability th a t a neutrino born with flavor a  will have flavor ¡3 
after traveling distance x  we get
2n
Y , Uh U a i ^ X
i= 1 
n
i= 1
E
i= 1
e " ‘ 2p V$iV¿ (57)
We see th a t Pa^ f i i x ) looks exactly the same for n  Dirac and n M ajo­
rana neutrino oscillation. The only difference is the number of CP violating
phases in mixing matrices Vai in both  cases. They are (n  — 1) (n  — 2) /2  
for Dirac neutrinos and n (n  — l ) /2  for M ajorana neutrino mixing. How­
ever, the physical phases by which the mixing matrices differ do not enter 
into transition probabilities [23]. Consequently by studying neutrino oscil­
lation in vacuum or in m atter it is impossible to  distinguish the nature of 
neutrinos [24].
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